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GENERAL
Maldives Civil Aviation Authority’s Advisory Circulars contain information about standards,
practices, and procedures that the Director has found to be an acceptable means of compliance
(AMC) with the associated rule.
An ASC is not intended to be the only means of compliance with a rule, and consideration
will be given to other methods of compliance that may be presented to the Director. When
new standards, practices, or procedures are found to be acceptable they will be added to the
appropriate Advisory Circular.
This Advisory Circular also includes guidance material (GM) to
compliance with the rule requirements. Guidance material must
regarded as an acceptable means of compliance.

facilitate
not be

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Aerodrome Safety Circular (ASC) is to promulgate supplementary
guidance material to aerodrome operators on the implementation of a wildlife control
programme. This ASC provides guidance on what is acceptable to demonstrate compliance with
the regulatory requirements in Chapter 9.4 of the ASC 139-5.
This publication recommends and explains elements of a wildlife control programme. By
considering all the suggested elements, the aerodrome operator should be able to have a robust
wildlife control programme for his aerodrome. The appendices provide guidance to aerodrome
operators in establishing an effective wildlife control programme for their respective aerodrome.
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Appendix A contains a sample flowchart on the sequences of events that should happen after a
wildlife strike or wildlife sighting has occurred.
APPLICABILITY
This ASC applies to all aerodrome operators .However, not all items addressed in this publication
would be applicable at every aerodrome. Aerodrome operators should examine each item carefully
by considering the size, complexity and scope of operations at the aerodrome to determine what
applies.

INTRODUCTION
Wild life such as birds has been a potential hazard to aircraft since the beginning of air travel.
Bird strikes were a minor risk in the early days as there were few aircraft in the sky raveling at
relatively low speeds. Damage to aircraft was, therefore, limited to shattered windshields dented
leading edges, and some damage to the fuselage. The cost of repairs was small and aircraft
operators and aerodrome authorities accepted wildlife strikes as a normal hazard to flying.
With time, the speed of aircraft increased and engine noise levels dropped with the development
of newer generation turbine engines. Aircraft simply became too quick and too quiet for birds to
sense and avoid. Birds inadvertently became a serious threat to aircraft safety as strikes became
more frequent and more serious.
Birds however are not the only wildlife problem for aircraft. Animals such as cats wandering
onto runways can create serious problems for departing and landing aircraft. Other than the
economic cost of wildlife strikes, the cost of human lives last when aircraft crashes as a result of
strikes amplifies the need for effective management of the wildlife strike problem.
A good wildlife control programme depends on good reporting. Data may come from wildlife
sightings, maintenance activities, wildlife strikes and wildlife control activities. Review of this
data identifies problems at the site and may indicate the effectiveness of current wildlife controls.
A wildlife strike has occurred when:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

A pilot reports a wildlife strike; or
Maintenance personnel report that aircraft damage is due to a wildlife
strike; or
Aerodrome personnel report seeing a wildlife strike; or
Aerodrome personnel find wildlife remains on airside areas on or in
the vicinity of a runway and no other cause of death is identified; or
An animal's presence on the aerodrome had a significant negative effect on a
flight (i.e., aborted takeoff, aborted landing, high-speed emergency stop, aircraft
left pavement area to avoid collision with animal)
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of a wildlife control programme is for aerodrome operators to assess the
wildlife activity, the impact of wildlife strikes and reduce the number of wildlife strikes at
the aerodrome. The following are recommended elements for such programmes:.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Roles and responsibilities of personnel;
Training programme for personnel;
Reporting procedure;
Analysis of wildlife strike data;
Risk management and mitigation;
Evaluating of wildlife control programme
A list of all wildlife attractants at the aerodrome;
A list of all wildlife attractants surrounding the aerodrome; and
Techniques to curb the increase in the wildlife population.
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1

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITY OF PERSONNEL

1.1

Each aerodrome should implement a wildlife control programme tailored to conditions
on the site, with assistance from different divisions within the aerodrome operator
organisation and other external agencies/contractors, if any. Aerodrome personnel will be
responsible for the implementation of the programme. This includes:
a) Acquisition of the various permits such as permits from relevant authorities for the
culling of wildlife, handling of firearms and driving at the airside to perform the
culling operations;
b) Provision of training and awareness programmes;
c) Review and submission of the wildlife strike/wildlife sighting reports;
d) Data analysis of the wildlife strike/sighting reports; and
e) Periodic updates of the programme

1.2

Senior management, or their designate, should be responsible for the overall management
of the wildlife control programme on a longterm as well as a daily basis at the sitespecific level. This should include the nomination of the wildlife management officers,
coordination of training, safety assurance and ensuring that the necessary resources are
available.

1.3

Wildlife management officers should also ensure that patrol of the fence line i.e. the
boundaries of the aerodrome, is done regularly. Any washouts, breaks, or other holes in
the fence should be fixed as soon as they are discovered to prevent other wildlife species,
especially cats from entering the airside.

1.4

The nominated wildlife management officers should be responsible for:
a) Establishing and maintaining the wildlife management log (e.g. Strike data, details on
wildlife numbers and activity; wildlife control measures undertaken, firearm use details;
details on the use of lethal reinforcement and monthly summaries);
b) Coordinating the entire monitoring program (aerodrome control tower, airfield inspection
team and external agencies/contractors including aircraft operators)
c) Filing of wildlife strike and wildlife sighting reports;
d) Preparing the wildlife strike reports and submitting to the Maldives Civil Aviation
Authority for inclusion in the ICAO Bird Information System (IBIS);
e) Ensuring that aerodrome operations are consistent with the requirements of the wildlife
control programme;
f) Ensuring that the appropriate permits such as those stated in Para. 5.1 (a) are current and
present on-site;
g) Undertaking deterrent activities;
h) Ensuring all activities are undertaken follow strictly to the aerodrome Safety Management
System (SMS) guidelines; and
i) Identifying equipment, resources and training needs of relevant personnel.
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1.5

In addition, wildlife issues should be discussed at an appropriate forum attended by
representatives from the various divisions involved in wildlife control, airport
planning, airline operators and service providers that may affect wildlife control. The
forum can be used to review wildlife strike/wildlife sighting reports, safety
indicators, and periodic activity records to determine effective control measures to curb
wildlife activity in and within the vicinity of the aerodrome. It is also a channel to
discuss and to make inter- divisional decisions arise from the wildlife activity issues.

2

TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR PERSONNEL

2.1

The following areas of training and levels of skill are suggested for personnel, especially
the wildlife management officers involved in the wildlife control programme:
(A)

Bird Identification

2.2

There are many species of birds that reside in or migrate to Maldives. Some species are
present in an area all year and others only in migration (September to April). All these
species have unique vocalizations, behaviors and habitat preferences. Knowledge of
these unique characteristics is useful to the officers in field identification.
Thus, to become an expert in field identification of all bird species at a location
requires many years of training and practice. Bird species may also be different in
different aerodromes, making bird identification more challenging for the personnel.
Personnel require basic training, including on-the—job training so that they can identify
these bird species found in the aerodrome.

2.3

Binoculars are essential for detailed and close-up observation. They are also useful for
the detection and identification of birds at a distance.

2.4

Every personnel should also be equipped with a wildlife identification field guide, to be
carried in the vehicle while on patrol. As a learning aid, personnel should be encouraged
to make annotations in their field guides regarding behaviour or appearance next to
identified wildlife.

(B)
2.5

Biology and behaviour of bird species

In addition to learning to identify the birds at an aerodrome, personnel should have some
understanding of the biology and behaviour of these species. Understanding the daily
movement patterns between roosting, feeding and loafing areas in relation to the
aerodrome of the species of bird is one of the examples. This information will make the
job of the personnel more interesting and be useful in anticipating problems and deploying
control measures more effectively.
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Other wildlife species

Other wildlife species commonly found in Maldives are cats.

(D)

Documentation and Strike Reporting

2.6

A key component of a wildlife control programme is to develop a s ys t e m t o
d o c u m e n t t h e d a i l y a c t i v i t i e s o f t h e w i l d l i f e management officers involved,
log information about wildlife numbers and behavior at the aerodrome, and record all
wildlife strikes. Reporting is necessary as a source of data for analysis. This information
is extremely useful during periodic evaluations of the wildlife control programme and
when revisions to the plan are proposed. Personnel should be instructed on the importance
of documentation and trained to record such information in a standardised format.

2.7

Appendix A in this Publication shows a sample of the flowchart of the reporting
procedures for reporting of wildlife strikes and sighting by personnel. Aerodrome
operators should have their own reporting procedures in place.

3

ANALYSIS OF WILDLIFE STRIKE DATA

3.1

The review of wildlife strike data identifies problems at the site and may indicate the
effectiveness of current wildlife control measures. It is important to note that due
care must be exercised while interpreting the data collected. The straightforward
total number of strikes at an aerodrome is not a good indicator of risk, and examination of
the data by species struck and the distinguishing of multiple from single strikes are
critical. If an increase in recorded strikes is attributable to an increase in
incidents caused by encounters with single small wildlife, whereas the number of
strikes involving large wildlife species and/or flocks of wildlife is falling, then this may
well be indicative of both better wildlife control and better reporting of strikes.

3.2

Actual wildlife strikes may not provide the whole picture. The recording (via routine
safety reports of occurrences) of potentially hazardous wildlife activity or near miss
events can also be very useful. Such data should also be analyzed to give a better
conclusion on the wildlife activity in and within the vicinity of the aerodrome.

3.3

Wildlife strike database information should be analyzed to determine a number of trends
including but not limited to:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Wildlife species that create problems overall and at particular locations;
Problematic times of the day and year;
Yearly strike trends by location;
Phase of flight when strikes are most likely to occur;
Types of aircraft most likely to be struck;
Parts of the aircraft most likely to be struck;
Effects of strikes on aircraft;
Percentage of strikes that are damaging and affect flight;
Costs associated with strikes; and
Altitude at which strikes occur.
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3.4

It may also be important to periodically summaries information from the daily wildlife
activities log and wildlife strikes records to provide baseline data for analyzing and
evaluating the wildlife control program. A logical approach is to conduct monthly
summaries that are then incorporated into a quarterly or semi annual report. These
summaries do not need to be complex but must reflect the level of activity for the
common control techniques deployed. For example, monthly summaries of runway
sweeps to clear birds, distress call deployments, number of wildlife removed may be
useful.

4

RISK MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION

4.1

A hazard is a condition with the potential to cause injury to personnel or damage to
equipment or structures. Reducing exposure to hazards is a component of risk
management.

4.2

Risk is the likelihood of injury or loss occurring, which is a function of exposure to the
hazards, as well as the likelihood of a wildlife strike occurring and the magnitude or
severity of the bird strike. It follows then, that high risk species are those that are
most frequently involved in strikes, as well as those that cause the greatest damage.

4.3

Risk assessment is an important part of a wildlife control programme because it serves to
ensure that wildlife management activities are directed at the species that create the
highest risk, in a prioritized fashion.

4.4

Risk is strongly influenced by the type of aircraft and their operations. The likelihood of a
catastrophic wildlife strike accident occurring with a small piston-powered aircraft is
much less than with turbine powered aircraft.

4.5

Appendix B shows some suggested factors that should be included into a risk
assessment matrix that could be used for the wildlife control programme.
Aerodrome operators are strongly encouraged to have their own risk assessment in place.
They should, at the same time, exercise due care to see what applies to their aerodrome,
especially the different species of wildlife found on or in the vicinity of the aerodrome.

4.6

Once the risk assessment is completed, the aerodrome operator has to develop
mitigating measures to deal with the risks identified. Aerodrome operators should ensure
that the measures are reviewed periodically so that the level of effectiveness is
maintained at an acceptable level defined by the aerodrome operator. (Guidance material
on risk assessment is contained in ICAO Safety Management Manual, Doc 9859)

5

EVALUATING WILDLIFE CONTROL PROGRAMME

5.1

The following questions are designed to assist in determining if there is an effective
wildlife control programme in place at an aerodrome.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Has a wildlife control programme been developed?
Has the wildlife control programme been implemented?
Has a wildlife management officer at site been appointed and responsibilities
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
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assigned?
Has a training programme been developed to train those involved in the
wildlife control programme?
Has a wildlife control co-ordinating forum been established with well-defined
responsibilities?
Has a reporting procedure been developed covering all aspects of the
wildlife control programme?
Has a land-use plan been established with regard to effective land-use on and off
the aerodrome as it pertains to the wildlife control programme?
Has a list of all wildlife attractants at the aerodrome been completed and
updated?
Has a list of all wildlife attractants surrounding the aerodrome been completed
and updated?
Have wildlife control methods been researched and implemented at
the aerodrome?

5.2

Wildlife species on and in the vicinity of aerodromes are constantly changing in response
to changes in land-use, State management policies and environmental factors. In addition,
the wildlife might adapt or habituate to control strategies that were once effective, or they
might develop new behavioral or feeding patterns on or near the aerodrome. New
wildlife control technologies might become available, or established products or
techniques might be withdrawn or banned. There might also be changes in wildlife
control and management personnel at an aerodrome.

5.3

Thus, once a wildlife control programme is in place, there is a need to develop a process
to evaluate the programme at least annually and update the programme as needed.

5.4

The foundation for these evaluations is the maintenance of consistent records of wildlife
control activities and wildlife strikes. Consistent records permit easy compilation of
events and activities into monthly and annual statistical and narrative summaries. Once
these summaries are available, objective examinations and comparisons can be made of
trends in strikes, wildlife activities, control methods deployed, and other factors.

6

A LIST OF
AERODROME

6.1

Wildlife attractants at the aerodrome should be properly identified in a wildlife control
programme. The aerodrome operator should understand the behaviour of wildlife and the
reasons for them to come to the aerodrome. This would definitely be of great help to
reduce the number of wildlife strikes and wildlife sightings. The following is a list (nonexhaustive) of potential wildlife attractants that may be found at the aerodrome:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

ALL

WILDLIFE

ATTRACTANTS

AT

THE

Grass/Turf areas;
Water bodies, ditches and drains;
Other food sources such as food and beverages stores, food disposable bins;
Shelter in hangars and in nooks of other buildings; and
Trees and vegetation
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A LIST OF ALL WILDLIFE ATTRACTANTS SURROUNDING THE
AERODROME
In order to have a successful wildlife control programme, the aerodrome operators should
also identify wildlife attractants surrounding the aerodrome and notify the relevant
authorities to remove the attractants if necessary. These wildlife attractants are often
overlooked as there may seem to be no direct relationship between the number of
wildlife strikes/wildlife sightings and the wildlife attractants surrounding the
aerodrome. The following is a list (non-exhaustive) of potential wildlife attractants that
may be found at the surroundings ofthe aerodrome:

7.1

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Food sources;

Dumping facilities
Favorable roosting and nesting areas; and
Trees and vegetation.

TECHNIQUES TO CURB THE INCREASE
POPULATION

IN THE WILDLIFE

A

successful wildlife control programme should also include techniques to
curb wildlife from coming to the aerodrome. There are passive and active techniques
used all over the world and some of these techniques are listed in Appendix C.

8.1

Aerodrome operators may use this list as a guide to select the appropriate techniques for
their aerodromes.
8.2

In addition, for the long-term, aerodrome operators should be well informed on the latest
technique available in the industry and study its suitability and effectiveness. This would
mean that aerodrome operators need the support ofthe senior management team to ensure
that the wildlife hazard issue can be holisticallv addressed
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Appendix- A
Flowchart for reporting of Wildlife strike and sighting
Bird strike occurs

Who
reports it?

Airport staffs or
aircraft maintenance
staff

Aerodrome personnel or
aircraft operator, fill up
the bird strike reporting
form and send to wildlife
management officer

Wildlife management
officer receives the report
and liaises with airline
operators to check for bird
remains/carcass

Pilot
Pilot reports bird
strike to Control
Tower

No

Carcass
found?

Yes

ATCO fills up the bird
strike reporting form and
sends to wildlife
management officer via
email

ATCO sends airfield
inspection team to
check for bird carcass

No

Wildlife management
officer identifies the
bird – photographs
and documents it

Wildlife management
officer receives the
report and inspects the
airfield for birds and
take action as necessary

Wildlife management
officer files Bird
Strike Reporting Form
and sends a copy to
SCD and MCAA and
files the report

Yes
Wildlife management
officer identifies the
bird – photographs
and documents it

Wildlife management
officer files Bird
Strike Reporting Form
and sends a copy to
SCD and MCAA and
files the report

Wildlife management
officer files Bird Strike
Reporting Form and
sends a copy to SCD
and MCAA, inform
them actions taken and
files the report

Wildlife Management
Officer updates GM,
ATS on the progress, if
necessary
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Appendix-B

Risk management
NOTE: The purpose of this part of the Publication is to provide aerodrome operators with a
recommended list of factors to be considered in risk assessment of the wildlife control
programme. Each wildlife control programme is unique to the particular aerodrome and it might
require some specific types of risk management and measures to curb the increase in the
number of wildlife strikes and wildlife sightings. Aerodrome operators must fully understand
these considerations in order to implement the wildlife control programme effectively.
In risk management, aerodrome operators should consider the identification of
hazards (which are wildlife-related hazards), its consequences (which may be aircraft damages,
loss of lives, etc) and the related risks (in terms of probability and severity) involved. This is
inline with the aerodrome Safety Management System (SMS) that shall be put in place by the
aerodrome operator — an aerodrome certification requirement.
A risk assessment matrix should be used in a wildlife control programme. Suggested factors that
should be considered in a risk assessment matrix are as follow:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Types of aircraft/aircraft classification;
Volume of air traffic movement;
Bird species; and
Size of wildlife/wildlife movements.

With the risk assessment matrix put in place, the risk indexes should be classified into different
categories for example, acceptable, tolerable and intolerable. An example of such classification
and its suggested criteria is as shown in the Table 1 below:

Category
Intolerable Region

Acceptable region

Suggested Criteria
The consequences is unrespectable under the existing circumstances
Mitigating measures should be taken to reduce the probability or the
severity of the consequence.This may often require senior
management decision.
The consequence is extremely improbable or not severe enough to be
of concern
Table 1: A Sample of Risk Categories
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Appendix- C

Suggested list of techniques commonly used
There are numerous techniques used by different aerodromes all over the world to curb the
increase in the bird population. Generally, these techniques can be divided into 2
categories: Passive techniques and Active techniques.
Passive techniques
Passive techniques are generally those that alter habitat or permanently exclude entry (See Table
1 below). Wildlife management officers should know very well which measures are applicable
and effective for their aerodrome
Examples

Suggested Approaches

Table 2: A Sample of Passive Techniques
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Active techniques
Active techniques fall into two major subgroups. There are:

(a)
(b)

Dispersal (various kinds of deterrents, hazing); and
Removal (live capture, killing)

Birds often habituate to non-lethal threats within a few weeks, hence in the long-term, dispersal
techniques are seldom effective unless a clear and present danger is presented to the birds (e.g.
with a dog or live gunshot). Table 2 below shows some examples of active techniques that can be
used to deter/reduce birds from coming to the aerodrome.

Techniques
Pyrotechnics
Gas cannon
Report shells
Lasers
Falconry
Border Collies
Live trading
Non Lethal
Chemical- irritants
Playback of distress calls- remote system
Playback- mobile
Flags
Dead specimen Birds
Chemical- behavioral repellents
Radio controlled Models
Lethal trapping
Chemical –lethal control
Chemical – Benomyl/tersan fungicide
Lethal
Earthworm sweeping
Surfactant water sprays
Live-ammunition shooting
Table 3: A Sample of Active Techniques
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